Subtraction of background fluorescence in multiharmonic frequency-domain fluorimetry.
Background fluorescence is a major concern in time-resolved microfluorimetry studies of biological samples. A general method for subtraction of an arbitrary background signal in measurements of lifetime and anisotropy decay by multiharmonic Fourier transform spectroscopy is presented. Multifrequency phase and modulation values are measured in parallel by transformation of digitized time-domain waveforms into the frequency domain. For subtraction of background, time-domain waveforms are acquired for emission and reference photomultipliers for sample (e.g., cell containing fluorophore) and blank (e.g., unlabeled cell). Time-domain waveforms obtained in a series of measurements (e.g., sample and blank for parallel and perpendicular orientations of an emission polarizer) are time-justified by least-squares fitting of reference channel waveforms or by phase comparison of the first Fourier harmonics of the reference channel. Background is then subtracted directly in the time domain, and the subtracted waveform is Fourier transformed to the frequency domain for analysis of lifetime or anisotropy decay. This approach yielded excellent background correction over a wide range of background intensities and decay profiles. The method was tested in cuvette fluorimetry with fluorescein and acridine orange and in fluorescence microscopy with living MDCK cells loaded with the pH indicator BCECF. Sample lifetimes and rotational parameters could be recovered accurately with greater than 50% of the signal arising from background. These results establish a direct and practical approach to subtraction of background in complex biological and chemical samples studied by frequency-domain fluorimetry.